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• Commenced in mid 2020

• Took stock of what we were currently doing

• Identified significant gaps

• Developed plan to address gaps and enhance 
capabilities

➢ Research Data Management Framework Project

Research Data Management Framework 
Project 



Phase 1: set the scene

1. Information, documents on policy, guidelines, best 
practices, forms (i.e. data storage application) and online 
resources (internal and external) will be available on 
eResearch web page.

2. RDM plan (a word document); examples will be 
provided.

3. Long-term plan: RDM plan to become mandatory for 
HDR students as a requirement to access to corporate 
data storage. In longer term, this can also become 
mandatory for the research staff starting any research 
project.

Phase 2: tools to support RDM

1. Digital survey management tools: REDCap, 
Qualtrics 

2. Digital RDM planning tool (RedBox): open source, 
developed by Australians (ANDS,QCIF and others) and 
used by Australians

3. Digital [lab] note management tool (OneNote, 
LabArchive, Hivebench, an open source tool, etc.)

Training  (Training courses, Face to face and online seminars, Drop-in sessions)
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RDM Framework Project at UC



• Engaged Elsevier for Digital Commons Data and Data 
Monitor

• UC has already been using Pure for grants 
management

• Low hanging fruit - both Elsevier products so it should 
be easy to connect them

Integrating Pure with Data Monitor



DC Data and Pure: putting UC in the RDM driving seat

Organize, curate and report 
on public research data

Showcase public 
research datasets

Perform advanced
data search queries

Integrate with Pure
for advanced reporting

Data Monitor



• Concurrent development of ReDBox for digital data 
management plans during Pure – Data Monitor 
integration

• UC now had 3 major products/systems for researchers 
to use
➢ ReDBox – Research Data Management plans

➢ Pure – Grant Management system and updating 
researcher profiles

➢ Infonetica – Ethics application platform

Opportunity knocks…



• What if we could integrate RedBox with Pure and also connect Pure with 
Infonetica?

• Researchers would be able to have a seamless transition from getting a 
grant application awarded in Pure to drafting a RDMP and then applying for 
relevant ethics approvals

Pilot project was born

Data Monitor



The integrated workflow: functional view
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The integrated workflow: architectural view
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From award to RDMP



From award to project in Pure



From project to active dataset

Collaborative dataset 
editing

Drag & drop folders 
and files from 
institutional storage

Publishing triggers 
moderation 
workflow



From draft to FAIR dataset: data curation workflow



Full audit log available to ensure provenance



From curated to published dataset



From published dataset to Pure record



Lessons learnt 

• Setting expectations 
early 

• Keeping things simple

• Agility

• Working for the project 
not the client

• Inconsistent messaging
• Hesitancy to ask right 

questions
• Working across different 

time zones
• Coordinating between 

different vendors can be a 
challenge

Hot Not



What the immediate future holds…

• Going live with the Pure-ReDBox integration

• Automated workspace creating in Digital Commons Data

• Mapping out Pure-Infonetica integration points in the UC 
context

• Testing and optimising Pure-Infonetica integration
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Contact us

To talk to us about our integration work or PURE, please 
contact -

Dr Anesh Nair: anesh.nair@canberra.edu.au

Mr Grahame Pearson: g.pearson@elsevier.com
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